
Exodus 28-29 

 These two chapters focus on three aspects of the soon to be initiated worship life of the people of Israel.  

They focus on the vestments for the priests, the ordination of the priests, and then the daily offerings that the 

newly ordained priests will offer in perpetuity.  

 The first issue we examine are the priestly vestments.  The first thing we learn about the vestments is that 

they are to be “for the glorious adornment” of Aaron and the priests.  Why glorious? Though it is not specifically 

stated, we might assume because these priests serve a glorious God.  And note, the purpose is not to make the 

priests glorious, but the vestments which may be worn by generations of those who serve YHWH.  The vestments 

are merely the mark of the office. The second thing we learn is that Moses is to make (or have made) each portion 

of the vestments (“You shall make…). In some ways this forces Moses to understand that while he is the Lawgiver, 

he is not the priest. He must personally give that authority to his brother and nephews. 

 The vestments consist of the ephod (like an apron covering the front and back of the wearer), the 

breastplate, a robe, a tunic, sashes, headdresses (including a rosette), and linen undergarments.  The ephod and 

the breastplate are the two items which are described in great detail. They are richly woven of colorful cloth. On 

each is carried precious stones which are inscribed with the names of the twelve tribes.  On the ephod there is a 

stone on each shoulder that contains six of the tribal names (for a total of twelve). This is a reminder that the 

priests are not there for their own glory but that they carry the weight of the entire community on their shoulders 

when they act as priests to YHWH. The stones on the breastplate are twelve individual stones with a single name 

on each. Each of the stones is a different type of jewel.  These jewels will be woven into the breastplate in such a 

way as to cover the heart of the wearer. This again reminds the priest that he is to care for the entire community.  

Included in this outfit are the Urim and the Thummim, which are evidently intended to assist the High Priest in 

decision making. Next comes the robe which is to have bells on it to alert God to the approach of the priest (one 

was not supposed to sneak up on a king. One was to announce oneself).  The rosette on the turban, which says 

“Holy to the Lord” is another reminder to the priest that he is merely a functionary and not a god.  Finally there is 

the set of breeches, which are intended to cover the nakedness of the priests (many surrounding cultures had 

naked priests). 

 The ordination process begins with dressing the priests in their garb. This is followed by a laying on of 

hands, not on the priests but on the sacrificial bull and ram. It is important to note that the first offering, the bull, 

is intended as a sin offering, which allows for the priests to be consecrated and then to offer sacrifices for the 

people’s sins.  The bull and the ram will be slaughtered with the flesh of the bull being burned outside the camp 

and the ram divided into its various cuts with each used for a different purpose.  The blood of these animals is 

used in a variety of ways (some placed on the horns of the altar, some splashed on the sides of the altar, some 

poured at the base of the altar, some sprinkled on the vestments, with other dabs being placed on the toes and 

thumbs of the priests). There is then a consecration meal in which only the priests take part.  

 The daily offerings are to be done in perpetuity. These include the sacrifice of a lamb in the morning and a 

lamb in the evening.  The implication of the offerings is not that they are a reminder of what God has done for the 

people, but that somehow it makes possible God dwelling with God’s people; that only if the people show up to 

sacrifice will they meet the God who dwells with them.  Finally, the Tabernacle and the priests (and their 

garments) will be sanctified not by rituals, but by God’s presence. And in the end the people will be reminded that 

the God to whom they sacrifice is the God who brought them out of captivity. 

 Reflections:  The scriptures are not clear as the purpose of each element of the priests’ vestments, the 

sacrifices or the ritual actions taken with the blood of the animals.  What perhaps we can take from all of this is 

that Israel as a nation will not ultimately be formed by the Law, the Priesthood, or the rituals. The nation will be 

formed by the presence of YHWH in their midst.  In a sense what matters in the end is the relationship between 

God and people, based on God’s deep and abiding care for them. 

 Questions: 

1. What is your impression of the design and purpose of the priests’ vestments? 

2. How is the “weight” of the life of the people carried by clergy today? 

3. How does God dwell with God’s people today?  


